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1. I NTRCDXT I Cft 
The Baikalsk Pulp and Paper Plant (BPPP) has been built in 1966 on 

the southern coast of Lake Baikal to produce 200 000 tons of high-quality 

bleached cellulose per year. The intention was to use this cellulose for 

the production of rayon, and finally. tyres of ailitary aircraft. The aa

jor arguaent in favour of Lake Baikal as of the site of construction was 

the abundance of ultra-pure water. This resource aade the production chea

per because it was siapler to desalt Baikal water, cOllpared to other natu

ral waters, prior to its use at the final stages of washing of the high

quali ty pulp. 

However, the decision to built the plant, i .. ediatley after it was 

armollllCed, was subjected to severe cr~ticism by citizen, journalists 

and scientists. Lake Baikal is a •sacred lake•, 3 wonder of Russian wild 

nature, and opponents of the plant wanted to protect the lake from the 

intervention of pulp-and-paper industry which at that ti•e had a very bad 

reputation as a major pollutant of aany water bodies in Russia and abroad. 

1be protest had a positive outc011e, since the governaent once and forever 

abandoned plans to bring to Baikal other industries depending on pure wa

ter, although such plans existed. Sacondly, it was decided to equip BPPP 

with unique and very expensive waste water purification facilities. How

ever, the green aoveaent failed to prevent construction of BPPP on the 

shore of Lake Baikal. Since that tiae, •the proble• of appp• remains a ma

jor environmental concern of Russia. 

11le present paper gives a review of the following topics: (1) the 

present state of the ecological system of Lake Baikal; (2) characteristics 

of waste waters, exhaust gases and solid wastes of BPPP; (3) lmpact of 

BPPP upon aquatic and terrestial environaent; (4) risk of envirohmental 

hazards associated with BPPP; (5) econoaic consequences of environmental 

legislation applied to BPPP; (6) prognosis of sustainable development of 

the economy of the southern coast of Lake Baikal according tJ different 

scenaria. 

11le authors of the present paper are convinced that the production of 

cellulose on the shore of Lake Baikal has to be stopped, in spite of the 

availability of "environment-friendly" technologies. The best argument in 

favour of this viewpoint may be the fact that nobody of the experts propo

sing renovation of BPPP would agree to reco!llllend construction of a new 

pulp-and-paper plant on the shore of Lake Baikal. 
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2. TIE PfES0fT STAlE OF TIE E<Xl.OGICAL SYSTEM <F LAKE BAIKAL 

2. 1. later and Bottom Sediments 

Lake Baikal is the deepest (1637 a), the oldest (20 aln years) and 

the greatest (23 000 cubic ki~Olleters) fresh-water lake of the world, hoae 

of 1500 ende•ic species. It stores 20X of liquid surface fresh water of 

the Earth, and this water is still of very high quality. General infor

ution on Lake Baikal aay be found in the •onograph by Kozhov (1963; [11), 

and in an Atlas of Lake Baikal published in 1993 [2). Table 1 shows the 

content of major ions and •icro-eleaents in the water of Southern Baikal 

deterained in 1991 by accurate modern •ethcxls (3). 

Historic data and paleolianological evidence have not rev~aled drama

tic changes in the ecological syste• of Lake Baikal since the begirming of 

the industrial revolution of the XX century, except for accuaulation of 

some che•icals which did not e..~ist before they were synthesized by •an, 

like DDT, f-CBs, pesticides, etc. Fig.1 shows historic d~ta (4-6) on the 

content of sulfate, a typical indicator of antropogenic pollution of 

lakes. It is seen that there is no trend in the concentration of this ani
on within the accuracy of the aethcxls. For comparison, Fig.2 shows similar 

data for Lake Ontario (USA) [7) where tne concentration of sulfate has si

gnificantly increased. This is not surprizing, since less than 2 million 

people live in the catchllent basin of Lake Baikal (its area is of 500 000 

sq.km, whereas so•e 40 •illion people live in the catchaent basin of the 
Great Lakes (one of the• - Lake Ontario), where industries and agriculture 

are much more developed. Absence of significant trends is also suggested 

by the identity of the concentrations of sulfate and calcium in the waters 

of the three basins of Lake Baikal at all depths (Fig.3) established to an 

accuracy of 2% by mcxlern methcxls [3). 

A sensitive indicator of changes in the concentrations of nutrients 

in lacustrine waters is the species composition of diatom algae. Thorough 

investigation of the upper•ost layer of bottom sediments of Lake Baikal 

done by Flower et al. in 1992 [8) revealed (Fig.4) that the abunrtances of 

the dominating baikalian dia~oms (since 1850) has changed but to ~ very 

small extent. Practically no changes occurred since 1930, i.e., since the 

begirming of the industrial revolution in Siberia which manifested itself 

in sediments of Southern Baikal by a rapid increase of the concentration 
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Table 1. The content of aajor ions and aicro-eleaents in the waters of 

Southern Baikal [3). • 
Depti1, • Alkalinity Ca++ Ilg++ Ma+ Kt- Cl so4 µaoles/ 1 

4 1.089 389.0 124.6 158.2 25.7 12.1 56.4 
16 1.099 390.7 24.1 
23 1.102 395.2 124.6 23.5 
47 1.105 395.5 24.9 

104 1.097 394.8 123.7 157.1 24.0 12.5 59.4 
172 1.091 408.9 24.2 
210 1.091 399.3 126.9 23.3 
248 1.102 396.4 23.5 
288 1.096 405.9 126.7 161.1 24.0 57.6 
336 1.094 405.ll 25.8 
470 1.099 405.0 126.2 24.7 
480 1.093 419.9 24.2 
478 1.094 410. 7 125.4 152.0 23.9 13.(l 56.4 
577 1.093 405.3 23.5 
674 1.102 414.7 125.3 24.8 
871 1.090 403.3 126.0 152.8 23.6 11.2 56.4 
968 1.092 409.9 23.6 

1063 1.089 449.6 126.1 24.2 
1157 1.092 401.8 23.2 
1249 1.078 405.6 197.3(7) 28.5 59.4 
1341 1.086 402.6 25.7 
1415 1.103 125.8 23.4 
1424 1.104 405.8 159.7 22.9 12.5 57.0 

Depth, • Sr Li Ba Rb u 
naoles/ 1 

4 1.37 291 75.6 7.09 1.80 
18 1.35 290 75.4 7.09 1.80 
23 1.34 299 76.8 7 .11 1. 77 
47 1.30 305 74.9 6.79 1. 73 

104 1.37 290 75.8 7.17 1.83 
172 1.34 297 75.4 7.15 1. 78 
210 1.31 301 76.0 6.88 1. 78 
288 1.35 294 76.5 7.17 1.86 
336 1.31 295 72.4 6.89 1. 73 
470 1.29 286 73.9 6.81 1. 73 
480 1.29 296 74.8 6.92 1.62 
478 1.29 297 74.2 6.77 1. 70 
577 1.35 301 75.5 7 .16 1. 75 
674 1.34 305 74.5 7.30 1.67 
774 1.31 291 74.6 7.02 1.44 
871 1.32 293 73.4 7.09 1. 77 
968 1.32 295 74.2 7.09 1.65 

1063 1.40 305 73.5 7.40 1.62 
1157 1.38 295 73.6 7.33 1.58 
1249 1.37 307 73.4 7.80 1.89 
1341 1.37 299 73.7 7.68 A 1.85 
1415 1.35 294 73.1 7 .16 1. 73 
1424 1.44 295 67.2 7.56 1. 77 

' ' 
I 11 I Ill I I I II I I 
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of carbonaceous particles (Fig.4) prcxluced by high-teaperature combustion 
• of organic fuels in furnaces of power stations (such particles are not 

prcxluced in furnaces of railroad steaa engines). The aost probable reason 

of the weakly expressed trend with diatoas seen on a longer tiae scale is 
change of cliaate. 

It is seen in the saae Fig.4 that since 1930 there took place a 

slight increase in the abundance of lead - a pollutant delivered into the 

environment due to coabustion of fossil fuels, and by autoaobiles. Much 

stronger pollution occurred with the sediaents of Lake Michigan (Fig.5; 
(9)). 

Studies done by Russian (10, 11), Aaerican (12), and Japanese [13) 

scientists have shown that soae chloroorganic coapounds, especially DDT, 

are present at very high concentrations (up to 100 ppa) in the blubber of 

Baikal seals. The sources of these coapounds are not exactly known. they 

aay be both distant and local. Seal is the upperaost aeaber of the pelagic 

focxl web of Lake Baikal. As for the lower aeabers of this web, and Baikal 

water itself, they contain auch saaller concentrations of chloroorganic 

coapounds (e.g., the concentration of I DDT in Baikal water is equal to 

87·10
12 

grams per liter; this is 1 billion times smaller than that in cells 
blubber [ 12 I ) . 

A gocxl illustration of purity is the certificate of the quality of 
bottled deep water of Southern Baikal issued by an independent German cer

tifying institution - Fresenius Institute (Annex 1). It is important that 

this water, taken at a depth of 400 •near the outlet of Angara River has 

not been subjected to any purification before bottling except for thorough 
filtration. Purity of the water of Lake Baikal suggests that its biota has 

not yet lost the capacity to remove alien organic compounds. 

2.2. Hydrobionts 

It is necessary to consider the unique endemic complex of · organisms 

living in Lake Baikal in order to understand the present state of this 

ecosystem. Firstly, there is no indication in scientific literature about 

recent extinction of any of the endemic species of Lake Baikal (e.g., see 

Atlas (2)). This does not mean that the numerical abundance of organisms 

of these species remains constant - on the contrary, this abundance is 

subject to significant, e.g., seasonal changes, like in any natural eco

system. Polluted lakes, on the other hand, have totally lost many aquatic 
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Fig.5. Concentrations of lead in the uppermost layers of bottom 
sediments of Lake Michigan (9). Ordinate - depth below sediment 

surface, cm; 10 cm of sediment correspond to a time interval of 

170 years. 
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species. A classical example are acidified lakes of Scandin~via, Canada 
and USA where many fish species disappeared coapletely. Many fish species 
have disappeared from the Great Lakes [7), presumably, due to intended and 

occasional introduction of new species; some co .. ercially i•portant fish 

stocks have completely lost their economic value. Such deep changes have 

not yet happened in Lake Baikal. Species in~roduced occasionally by •an. 

like fish Perccottus glehni, canadian elode~ alga, etc., cannot yet adapt 

to the deep and cold waters of open Baikal, and inhabit only near-shore 
shallow waters [14, 15]. 

An example of bjological pollution of Lake Baikal is the disease of 

Baikal seals which has killed in 5-6 thousands of them of the total number 

of ?0-100 thousand~ in winter of 1967-66. It is firmly established (16-181 

that the disease was due to canine distemper virus, and did not have any 
direct connection with chemical pollution. 

Great attention is attracted by the problem of "omul diminution" -

decrease of the size of omul (Coregonus autumnalis migratoris Sars) - the 

major commercial fish of Lake Baikal. A two-fold decrease of the average 

weight of omul specimens since that typiLal of the 1930-ies has happened, 

although the total biomass of the fish in Baikal remained approximately 

the same (19]. This could be due to the ban of its commercial catch issued 

for five years in 1969, to intensive delivery of artificially fertilized 

omul larvae, and to over-catch of yellow-winged sculpins - the most valu

able food of adult omul. Intensive feeding of the small-sized o~ul on Epi

schura baicalensis pelagic.crustacean may be the reason of the decrease of 

the concentration of the biomass of this organism in Sout~ern Baikal (20) 
(which is doubted by some authors (21)). 

Surface waters of Southern Baikal near settlements are polluted r.ith 
Escherichia coli of fecal origin (22). 

2.3. Atmosphere 

Let us now consider the state o: the atmosphere over Baikal. A good 

integral indicator of antropogenic pollutiuon of the atmosphere is fallout 

of sulfate. Many years of measurements of the concentrations of sulfate in 

snow collected in March have shown that fallout of this pollutant equals 

to 0.1-0.4 tons of S per square kilometer per year (23) on the major part 

of the territory of the Raikal region .For comparison: fallout of sulfate 

in Europe over a major. part of its territory is 10-70 times greater. Un-
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fortunately, high fallouts occur at some locations, one of the• BPPP 

(Fig.6). 

2.4. Landscapes 

Natural landscapes of the soutern coast of Lake Baikal are heavily 

deteriorated. 1bey suffered significantly for the first time in the end of 
the XIX century during the construction of the Trans-Siberian Railroad. A 
lot of shacks, ruins and garbage are typical of the setlleaents of Kultuk, 
Slyudyanka, Vidrino, Babushkin, Posolsk, etc. Ho special aeasures have 

been ever taken to plan and to protect these landscapes, even in the be

ginning of 1990-ies, when a new high-voltage electric line was built for 
the delivery of energy froa Irkutsk District to R~!lublic Buryatia. The 
contribution of BPPP to deteroration of landscapes will be discussed in 

another section. However, it aay be aentioned here that of all the sites 

•entioned only its high st~cks are seen fro• the lake surface at a large 
distance. 

Forests of the southern coast of Lake Baikal have been seriously 
changed by hllllan activity. Their intensive cutting took place during the 
construction and the first decades of work of the Trans-Siberian Railroad, 
during the construction of the highway, of electric power lines, of nu•e
rous settlements and "dachasw. Forest fires happen here every year. Till 

the aiddle of the 1980-ies, these forests were subject to •ajor cutting 
for industrial purposes - such cutting is at present prohibited. A signi
ficant contribution to conservation of the forests of the southern coast 
has been given by the Tankhoi Reserve. 

2.5. General Remarks 

Considering the state of the ecological system of Lake Baikal in ge

neral, it has to be mentioned that the state of landscapes received little 
attention, whereas the extent of pollution of waters was exagerrated, es

pecially in publications for laymen. For example, academician G.I.Galazy 

presents the following calculations in his book "Baikal in Questions and 
Answers".[24): "BPPP has discharged 1.5 billion cubic meters of polluted 

wastewater during the time of its operation; these wastewaters affect the 

behaviour of fishes after 10 000 times dilution; hence, spolle~ is 15 

thousand cubic kilometers of Baikal water, more than half of the total vo-

' 
I I I I 
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luae of the lake". This calculation does not take into account deca.pu

sition of biologically active cOllpounds. their re•oval fro• the water body 

into the at•osphere and burial into the bottOll sedi•ents. concentration by 
biota. 

luch •isunderstanding is due to the use of inaccurate •ethods for the 
analysis of Baikal waters. For example, paper [25) claims that waters of 

Southern Baikal are totally polluted by sulfate-anion, although this con

clusion is not confirmed by •ore accurate aethods [3). Paper [26) conside

ring the results of analysis of sulfate in Baikal during the ti•e interval 
frOll 1950 to 1960-ies gives an average concentration of this anion equal 

to 4.85 mg per liter, but the 95% confidence interval is between 4.42 and 

6.28 mg per liter. lbis •eans that the •ethods could not be used to •oni

tor trends of sulfate concentration in the waters of Lake Baikal. Indeed, 
a 1 mg per liter increase of the concentration of sulfate in Southern 

Baikal would need a delivery of this pollutant equal to 5.6 million tons. 

It would take BPPP 300 years to discharge this a•ount of sulfate. 

3. atARACTER I ST I CS CF WASTE WATERS, EXHAUST GASES AM> 
SCI.ID WASTES CF BPPP 

3.1. Waste waters 

lbe State Service for Hydr<>11eteorolgy and Environmental Monitoring of 
Russian Federation reports (Annex 2) that BPPP has discharged 57.2 mliion 

cubic meters of waste waters in 1994. This volume is equal to that of 

waste waters of a city with so•e 500 000 inhabitants, (e.g., Ulan-Ude). 

BPPP has discharged with these waters 9 700 tons of sulfate, 6 200 tons 

of chloride, 2 800 tons of hardly-oxidized organic compounds, 530 tons of 

easily-oxidized organic compounds, 200 tons of suspended solids. Con

centrations of Lhese compounds in waste waters are many times greater 
than those in the waters of Lake Baikal (Table 2). 

Waste waters contain toxic co•ponents. The most dangerous of them are 

believed to be chloroorganic compounds formed from lignin during the blea

ching procedures. According to the official report of 1994 (Annex 2) based 

on the data of the Baikalsk Institute of Ecological Toxicology, BPPP has 

discharged into Baikal 76 tons of TOCl. Low •olecular weight chloroorganic 

compounds have been found by means of HPLC in purified waste water, and in 

bile of fishes kept in diluted purified waste water of BPPP (fishes rapid-
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Table 2. 1be planned (according to the project of 1964) and peraitted 
characteristics of the purified waste waters of BPPP. 

Otaracteristics Project 
of Peraitted characteristics Baikal, 

1964 1971 197~1977 ~979"--1982~1985 back-
ground 

pH 6.3- 6.5- 6.5- 6.5- 6.5- 6.5- 5.3- 7.2-
6.8 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 9.8 7.6 

Oxigen de•and, 160- 100 - - - - - -
agO/l. 210 

BOD5, agO/l 5-7 6 6 2.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 0.5-1 

BODcoapl'agO/l - - - - - - 15 -

COD, agO/l 180- 150 100 65 55 60 65 5-10 
230 

Dissolved 
salts, ag/l 345 750 600 650 550 645 610 95-105 

Suspended 
solids, mg/l 5-10 10 5 5.5 6 6 6 0.2-0.3 

Colour No No 
colour <100 100 75 65 70 75 colour 

Dissolved o2, 
mg/l 4-6 >4 6 6 6 6 >6 10-12 

Sulfurorganic 
compounds, mg/l 0.5 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.16 0.25 0.03-

0.24 
Sulfate, mg/l - - - - - - 300 4.8 

Chloride, mg/I - - - - - - 100 0.56 

Volatile 
phenols, mg/l - <0.1 0.02 0.015 0.01 0.02 0.015 0.001-

0.018 
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ly die in non-diluted waste water). 'lbe concentrations of soae chloroorga-
• nic coapounds in purified BPPP waste water are the following: trichloro-

guaiacol - 1.4; tetrachloroguaiacol - 0.03; tetrachlorocatechol - 0.7; 

pentachlorophenol - 0.25 µg per liter (27). 
Priority toxicants of pulp-and-paper industry, resin acids, have been 

also found in purified waste water by aeans of HPLC; for exaaple, the con

centration of dihydroabietic acid was 0.4 µg per liter, [27). 
Purified waste water contains phenols (5 - 60 µ.g per liter). c011po

unds of divalent sulfur, e.g., di•ethylsulfide (6 - 109 µ.g per liter), 
aluainiua ( 80 µ.g per liter). aercury ( 0. 6 - l µg per liter). and aany 

other coaponents (28). 

Tests with yeasts and bacteria have shown that purified waste water 

of BPPP has a significant autagenic activity [29). Purified waste water 

contains live fecal aicroorganisas (22) due to the contribution of aunici

paJ waste waters of the town of Baikalsk; the latter are purified together 

with the industrial waste waters. but are not desinfected, because they 

are mixed with industrial waste waters only after their active chlorine 

present in the the effluent of bleaching has been neutralized by coapounds 

of the effluents of the cooking, evaporation, and drying plants [30). 

An additional source of pollution of Baikal are underground waters. 

'lbe latter are believed to be contaainated over a front which is 6.5 ka 

long. The volume of waters draining through rocks under the area of BPPP 

is 17 500 cubic aeters per day (Annex 3). The extent of pollution of these 

underground waters is not exactly known. 

3.2. Exhaust Gases 

Table 3 shows the composition and the planned amounts of pollutants 

which BPPP was going to discharge into the atmosphere in 1994, on an ag

reement with the environment protection co .. ittee of Irkutsk District 

[31). It will be mentioned that plans of this type are usually fulfilled 

by BPPP; it has reached a high extent of removal of solid compounds and 

some other substances, but does not efficiently remove malodorous compo

unds of divalent sulfur - their discharge into the atmosphere was planned 

to be equal to 300 tons in 1994 (31). There are no reliable data on the 

discharge of polychlorodibenzodioxines - super-ecotoxicants which are 

without any doubt formed during the burning of lignin slime, and thrown 

out into the atmosphere. 
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Table 3. Planned discharges of BPPP into the ataosphere. 1994. 

T:>n.S per year. 

Coaponent llPD• 

Inorganic dust 740.8 

Wood dust 1.1 

Fly ash 2447.5 

sulfur dioxide 2308.0 

Hydrogen sulfide 18 3 

lethyl aercaptan Ci.3 

Diaethyl sulfide 10.8 

Diaethyl disulfide 15.3 

Terpentine 36.5 

llOX 1171.0 

co 937.0 

Aerosol of alkali 14.0 

Chlorine dioxide 5.7 

Chlorine 3.1 

Phenols 0.4 

Methanol 0.001 

Vanadiua pentaoxide 0.5 

Benzo(a)pyrene 0.0023 

• llPD - maximua peraitted discharge 

•• TAD - temporarily agreed discharge 

TAD .. 

1500 

-

3355.6 

-

194.8 

70.1 

38.2 

-

46.4 

3526.4 

-

-

-

-
-

-

-

-
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3.3. Solid lastes 

The total a11<>unt of solid wastes of BPPP in 1994 was equal to 121 000 

tons (31). These were ujorly fly ash of the coal-burning energy plant. 

Ash is collected by electrostatic filters and re•oved by the wet method, 

•ixed with the black sli•e of green liquor (precipitate which is for•ed 

during the preparation of the cooking liquor from the •elt produced by so

da regeneration plants), and buried in ash storage ponds. It will be •en

tioned that the most dangerous COllponent of the ash storage facilities is 

alkali - pH of their supernatants is •ore than 12. The source of alkali is 

sli•e of green liquor; the discharge of this sli•e is equal to 7 CXX> tons 

per year [32). linor amounts (200 tons) of solid wastes are for•ed during 

the burning of concentrated lignin sli•e - i.e., of th~ residue formed at 
the waste water treat•ent plant (31). 

4. ENVllDIENTAL lt1PACTS OF BPPP 

4. 1. Dlem i ca I Contamination of Water 

The hydroche•ical •ethods used do not give reliable information on 
the size of the zone of water pollution around BPPP. Areas of contamina

tion published by different authors are different (Table 4; (33)). The pu

blications on this topic (34-36) usually do not present protocols of •ea

sure•ent, crude data and experiaental errors. This re•ark concerns both 
scientific publications, and official reports. 

Questions arise even when data are published ·in reviewed scientific 

journals. For example, Lomonosov et al (37) clai• that ·during the period 

of studies, cases of significant increase of the concentrations of sulfate 

were recorded, majorly near the outlet of waste waters of BPPP·. However, 

plots and tables presented in this publication show that these authors ob

served not only an increase, but also a significant decrease of the con

centrations of sulfate •near the outlet of waste waters of BPPP·, i.e., at 

stations within 1 kll off the outlet. It is seen in one of the figures that 

the concentration of sulfate was permanently smaller than that found in 

Baikal, and varied between 0 and 4 mg per liter. Table 1 of the same pub

lication presents ainimal concentrations equal to 1.4-1.5 mg per liter. It 

is difficult to imagine a mechanis• which would lead to a decrease of the 
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Table 4. A. 11te estiaated areas of pollution near the outlet 
of ttae waste waters of BPPP (33). 

Estiaate of: Indicator Area, sq.ka 

Water body Bottoa 
sediaents 

Irkutsk University Hydrobiological Non-detected 0.1 

Institute of Hydrocheaical 
Applied Geophysics (aajor ions) 2.0 -

Hydroche•ical Hyclrocheaical 
Institute (sulphur organic 

coapounds, terpen-
tine, aethanol) 17 - 35 2.3 - 2.7 

Li11110logical Ins- Electric corxluc-
titute of the Aca- tivity, aicrobio- ) 50-60 ) 3 
deay of Sciences logy, organolep-
of USSR tic 

8. The estimated areas of pollution in, or via the ataos
phere. 

Pollutant or 
indicator 

Carbon disulfide 

Organic carbon 

Sulfur dioxide 

Heavy •etals in 
snow 

InsolubJe solid 
particles 

State of lichen 

State of forests 

Area of the 
polluted 

zone, sq.ka 

150 

335 

40 

400 

300 

230 

50 

Estiaated by: 

Hydrc,~her' cal Institute 

Hydrocheaical Institute 

Institute of Applied 
Geophysics 

Laboratory for the 
llonitor!ng of Cliaate 

and Enviro1119ent 

Institute of Ecological 
Toxicology 

T3rtu State University 

Irkutsk Agricultural 
Institute 

I 
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coucentrai!ous of sultate near the outlet of waste waters of BPPP in the 
upper layer of Baikal water which is 25 - 200 • thick; evidently, these 

results are erroneG~S. 
Presumably, inadequacy of the aethods used to aeasure the concent

rations of aajor ions is the reason for which data on their content on the 
constantly 11011itored 35 sq.ka area near BPPP are not given in official 
documents (Annex 2). 

Fedorov (38) atteapted to estimate the area of conta"ination of Bai

kal water near BPPP with sulfate by aeasuring a34s. Unfortunately, experi

aental data (38) do not confirm the conclusion that the area is equal to 
45-60 sq.ka. Fedorov found the following a34s values over the presuaed 
'"contaminated zone'": 3.9; 3.3; 5.6; 4.1 °100. The values for open Baikal 

are higher: 13.9; 9.6; 10.6 °100. laste wat~r exhibited a34s values of 

5.6 - 6.4 °100, i.e., greater than those found in the contaminated zone. 
Hence, the conclusion is either due to erroneous aeasurements, or to the 
fact that the author did not take into account the effect of the waters of 
the saall tributaries of Lake Baikal, Osinovka River, and Khara-Jlurin Ri

ver, whose •ouths are near the outlet of the waste waters of BPPP. 

Discharge of excess major ions into Baikal at first glance does not 
see• to be dangerous, since they are not toxic. However, this discharge is 
in fact a matter of c<.>11Cern, in teras of stability of the ecological sys
tea of Lake Baikal over long tiae intervals. For exaBple, the concentra
tion of chloride in the waste water of BPPP is 140 tiaes greater than that 
in Baikal. This anion is not bu:-ied in bottoa sediaents. The tiae of the 

exchange of waters of Southern Baikal is 200-300 years. Hence, all the 
chloride delivered by BPPP into the lake is '"used'" exclusively to increase 
its concentration. The presence of sources of chloride which are even 
greater than BPPP does not matter, since, if thesP are natural sources, 

they are in a secular equilibrium with the waters of Baikal. During the 30 

years of work of BPPP, the concentration of chloride in Southern Baikal 

should have increased some 5%; unfortunately, the methods of aonitoring 
applied were not able to trace such a small increase. The contribution of 

BPPP alone will result in a large-scale transformation of its ecosystem 

due to increase cf salinity already in a few decades - a time which is ve
ry short on the geological tiae scale. Reaarkably, the discharge of chlo

ride by BPPP is approxi•ately the sama as that consumed by all the inha

bitants (1.3 mln people) of the catchment basin. 

It may happen that the increased concentrations of major ions in the 
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zone of contamination near BPPP occurs near the bottoa - this oossibilily 
is d.i.scussed in the above aentioned official report (Annex 2). The reason 

of such distribution aay be increased density of the waraer. but •ore •i

neralized aixture of the diluted waste waters. c011pared to waters of Bai

kal. A siailar phenoaenon was observed near the Frolikha vent in Northern 

Baikal where an anoaaly of teaperature and salinity was traced down the 

undenrater slope to a depth of 700 • near; thermal waters are discharged 

at a depth of 450 • [39). 
Presuaably. acst reliable inforaation on cheaical pollution of Bai

kal near the outlet of waste water of BPPP could be obtained by aeasuring 

the concentrations of COllpounds specific for the waste water. Unfortunate

ly, the sensitivity of the •et.hods and instruaents which are practically 

applied for this purpose by official organizations is too saall for this 
purpose. For this reason. ~pecific chloroorganic coapounds were not found 

on the standard 35 sq.lal test area (Annex 2. amual report. p.4>. Data on 

the contamination of a 3 -14 sq.kll area with non-sulfate sulfur aentioned 
in the saae docuaent (amual report, p.3) de not see• to be reliable. 

since this value is often found to be equal to zero even in non-diluted 

waste water (Annex 2, report on the fourth quarter of 1994, Table 3). 

4.2. Microbiological Cont•ination of later 

The most reliable data on the large-scale iapact of BPPP on the water 

txxly of Lake Baikhl have been obtained by microbiological methods. The 
concentrations of heterotrophic aicroorganis•s were measured near the out

let of waste water of BPP over an area of 30 sq.km on a grid of stations 

600 x 600 m [40). Maximal concentrations of these microorganisms in the 

background regions were 9 colony-producing cells per liter in winter, and 

237 cells per liter in sumaer. Maxiaal concentrations in the polluted zone 

were 237 and 2390 cells per liter in winter and summer, respectively. The 

size of the polluted area was 4 sq.kll. Almost the same area (5 sq. km) for 

saprophite microorganism has been reported later [41). 
Different workers have found high concentrations of allochtonous pa

thogenic microflora - mainly E.coli - near the outlet of BPPP waste water 

(e.g .• [22, 42)). Fig.7 shows the distribution of the concentrations of 

E.coli over a large area. This dangerous pollutant is found near BPPP even 

at great depths. 
Official report (Annex 2) gives an area of pollution as indicated by 
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Fig.7. The concentrations of E.coli (cells per liter) in the surface 

waters of Lake Baikal near the outlet of pl'rif ied waste waters 
of BPPP, 1992 [42). 
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bacterioplankton equal to 56 - 86 sq.kll. 

4.3. Effect ~ Phyto- and Zooplriton 

The task of evaluation of the effect of waste water of BPPP on natu

ral populations of plankton is a very difficult one because these popu

lations are subject to great, especially seasonal variation. For exaaple, 

lethal effect of waste water upon the d011inating pelagic crustacean Epi

schura baicalensis is aasked by natural aortalility due to attack of a 

fungi Saprolegnia (41) (p.180). 

In any case, direct iapact on these populations is small, coapared to 

their total abundances in Baikal. For Epischura baicalensis it amounts to 

0.002 - 0.6% (41) (p.157-158). The area of iapact cannot be accurately de

terained (see Ar.nex 2, report for 1994, p.5). 

4.4. Contamination of Bottom Sediments 

The effect of BPPP upon bottoa sediaents is well studied. Fig.8 shows 

a scheae of the distribution of sediaents contaminated with cellulose and 

lignin as deterained in August of 1978 over an area of 25-30 sq.km (43). 

At that time, strong contamination was found in one of the underwater ca

nyons. However, contaainated sediments are gradually displaced down the 

slope, as revealed by data obtained by the same workers in March of 1979 

(Fig.9). Official docuaents give a size of the polluted area equal to 

69 sq. km; the total area studied was 130 sq. kJI (Annex 2, report for 

1994, p.4); pollutior: manifested itself in an increased content of sul

fides suggesting increased aicrobial sulfate reduction due to the high 
content of organic matter. 

Organic chlorine compounds have been found in bottom sediments near 

the outlet of waste water of BPPP (44). 

Pollution of the bottom results in a change of benthic communities. 

Mapping of these communities has been done by many workers (for review 
see ref .(41), page 245 and below). 

4.5. Pollution of the Atmosphere 

To study pollution of atmosphere by BPPP, a special program was ful

filled in order to investigate transfer of aerosols and gaseous pollu-
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Fig.8. Spots of pollution of bottom sedi•ents of Lake Baikal with 

cell~lose and lignin near the outlet of waste waters of BPPP in 
August of 1978 (43). 

100, 200, 300, 400 - dgpths. 1 - very strong pollution 
(30 - 39"); 2 - strong pollution (25 - 29%); 3 - weak pollution 
(19 - 24%). Two-digit figures - numbers of stations. 
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tants. Measureaent of the concentrations of pollutants in snow. collected 

in larch during a few years in 1980-1990 resulted in •apping of the zone 

of influence of BPPP having an area of 300-400 sq. kll [23, 45). Fallout of 

sulfate (Fig.6) and of insoluble solid particles was increased in this 

zone, coapared to background. BPPP has considerably decreased the dis

charge of dust in 1990 due to installation of new concentrators of black 
liquor and electrostatic filters. Presu•ably, for this reason the area 

of the zone of pollution with sulfate was reduced to 6 sq. kll, and with 
dust to 36 sq. kll (Annex 2, report of 1994, p.4). 

Efficient reaoval of dust aay be the reason of the saall content of 

polyaroaatic hydrocarbons in snow around BPPP compared to the zone of the 

influence of the nearby Sludyanka settleaent (Table 5; (46)). 

Studies of the content of chloroorganic coapounds in snow have re
vealed pesticides, but failed to detect PCBs near BPPP [47). It was not 

yet attempted to find polychloro dibenzodioxines and dibenzofuranes in 
snow near BPPP. 

Most uncomfortable for humans are the high concentrations of malodo

rous compounds of divalent sulfur - hydrogen sulfide, dimethyl sulfide, 
methyl mercaptan, and diaethyl disulfide - which are present around BPPP. 

Bad smell is felt at a distance of 10 km around the plant, corresponding 

to an area of the polluted zone equal to some 400 sq. kll. This fact is not 

surprizung, since the limit of olfactory detection of mercaptans is some 
10-

5 
mg per cubic meter of air. BPPP discharges into the atmosphere 1 ton 

of malodorous compounds per day (300 tons per year, Table 3). 

Fig.10 shows results of modeling of the pollution of atmosphere with 
mercaptans around BPPP (48). The source was assumed to produce 5.7 grams 

of mercaptans per second (ca. 200 tons per year). The coefficient of decay 
in the atmos~here was assumed to be equal to 3 x 10-S sec-1. It is seen 

that the data of modeling are in a good accord with organoleptic observa

tions: both in winter and in summer, the probability of concentrations hi

gher than 20 maximum permissible concentrations (at that time MPC was 
equal to 9 x 10-

6 mg per cubic meter of air) was greater than 0.4 over an 

area of 20 x 20 km. Official data obtained for the tol'IJl of Baikalsk re

vealed that concentrations of methyl mercaptan were 30 times greater than 

MPC (Annex 2, report for 1994, p.6). This undoubtely impacts the ~evelop
ment of tourism and recreation. 
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Table 5. The concentrations of polynuclear aromatic compounds in the 

air and in snow water collected near settlements Sludyanka. 

Tankhoy and Baikalsk on the southern coast of Lake Baikal 

[46). 

SLYUDYANKA BAIKALSK TANKHOY 
PAH snow snow snow 

air, water, air, water, air, water. 
-3 ng •• -3 -3 

ng·• ng/l ng/l ng·• ng/l 

1. <O. 1 <5 <0.1 <5.3 <0.1 <5.3 
2 <0.2 <8 <0.2 <7.8 <0.2 - 0.9 <7.8 
3. <0.3 <15 <0.3 <15.0 <0.3 <15.0 
.: . <0.04 <2- 200 <0.04 <1. 7 <0.04 ( 1. 7 

5. 0.1- 2.4 i'00-2700 <0.01 32.9- 97 <0.01-0.2 68.9-525 
n. 0.1- 0.9 5- 300 <0.01 <0.5 <0.01 <0.5 
7 2.5-22.5 900-5900 <0.05-2.8 <2.3-136 <0.05-2.2 <2.3-670 
e. 0.1- 14.8 2- 700 <0.05-0.l <2.2 <0.05-1.1 <2.2 
:} . 0.8- 6.2 2- 20 0.2 -0.4 <t.6-101 0.5 -0.6 ( 1.6 

10. 0.4- 2.5 50-1000 <0.02-0.2 30.4-100 0.3 -0.7 <0.7-286 
11. 0.3- 10.4 30- 800 <0.03-0.2 <1.3- 92 0.2 -0.6 29.4-170 
12. <0.03 1- 10 <0.03 <1.2 <0.03-0.3 <1.2- 26 
13. 0.3- 21.8 20- 800 <0.03 <1. 4- 44 <0.03-0.5 ( 1. ,,_ 93 
1 ~. <0.2 9-1000 <0.2 <8.6- 95 <0.2 <8.6 
l !>. 0.1-13.9 4-1000 <0.1 <4.5- 15 <0.1 <4.5 
16 . 0.3- 2.7 <1 <0.03 <1.3 <0.03-0.6 < 1. 3 

• · naphthalene; 2- acenaphthylene; 3- acenaphthene; 4- fluorene; 5- phenanth
··cne: 6- anthracene; 7- fluoranthene; e-·pyrene; 9- benzo[a)anthracene; 10-
.:·hr-yscnc; 11- bcnzo(b)fluoranthene; 12- benzo[k)fluoranthene; 13- benzola 1-
py:-ene: 14- dihenzo[a ,h)anthracene: 15- benzo[g,h, 1 )perylene; 16-indeno-
( i .~.3-cd)pyrene. 
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Fig. 10. The probabilities of occurrence of high concentrations of methyl 

mercaptan near BPPP (results of modeling) (48). a - in July; 

b - in Decemb~r. The probabilities per month were calculated for 

concentrations equal to 20 maximum per•issible concentrations. 

Probabilities: 1 - mo~e than 0.4; 2 - •ore than 0.5; 3 - more 

than 0.6; 4 - more than 0.7; 5 - more than 0.8. Thick line -

the shoreline of Lake Baikal. - local extrema. 8 - source 
, pf pollution l,~P~P). 
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4. 6. l~ct of BPPP l'10" Terrestial Environnent 

Th~ iapac~ of BPPP upon terrestial envir01111ent has been studied in 
detail. Survey of 1983 (49) revealed that soae 13 sq. ka of forest dried 

out, and so•e 350 sq.ka was irreversibly weakened around BPPP. However, 

studies which were done later disagree with the conclusion that the fo

rests dry out exclusively due to the iapact of BPPP (50, 51). Changing 

cliaate and recreation activity aay have contributed to this process. 

A sensitive indicator of environaental pollution are lichen. De

tailled studies of lichen around BPPP were done in 1979-82. Reliable data 

on the area of the zone of pollution have been obtained {fig.11); there is 

no doubt that this zone is due to the i•pact of BPPP (52). 

4.7. l...,act l'10" Lan:lscapes 

BPPP occu~ies a plot of land on the southern coast of Lake Baikal ha

ving a length of 12 ka, fro• Babkha River to Solzan railroad statio~. Na

tural landscapes on this plot are totally deteriorated: there are buil

dings of the plant, stacks having a height of 100-120 a, ponds with waste 

lignin slime and suspension of fly ash having a voluae of 5 •illion and 3 

•illion cubic aeters, respectively, pipelines and roads, big reservoirs, 

open sto1ages of wood and chips, ponds of the waste water purification fa
cilities, etc. 

Having a width of 2 1ta,·1anc1 of BPPP occupies SOiie 6% of the territo

ry of the southern coast of Lake Baikal. This area has a considerable re

creation potential since it is COl'Ulected to industrial centers by the 

Trans-Siberian Railroad, and by a highway; how~ver, BPPP does not allow to 
use this potential. 

BPPP is clearly visible froa the opposite shore of LakP. Baikal, e.g., 

froa Listvyanka village which is 60 km apart. S•okes of BPPP are seen fro• 

the mountains at a distance of 40-50 ka. Hence, deterioration of land

scapes by BPPP is of a large scale. Industrial, rather than natural land

scapes now dominate approxiaately half of the territory of Southern Baikal. 

However, BPPP causes a by far greater aoral daaage to Lake Baikal, 

and to Russia in general. Tile authors of the present paper oftenly meet 

journalists, plain people and scientists fro• Russia and from abroad. A 

great aajority of these people, especially if they have not seen Baikal 

theaselves, sincerely believe that BPPP has already totally ruined the 
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fig.11. Zones of pollution around BPPP as revealed by studies of 

lichen ( 52]. 
1 - Usnea and Bryoria sp. absent; 

2 - Usnea and Bryoria sp. damaged; 
3 - Usnea and Bryoria sp. non-damaged, but their layers 

are thinner than r.ormal, and occurrence rarified. 
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lake. or course, this is an exaggeration, but it is evident. that. 'IOral da-
• 

11age also leads to substantial econoaic losses. 

5. RI SK <F ECXIJlGI CAL DISASTERS ASSOC I ATB> II TH lffP 

5. 1. Eartllplkes 

Guidelines issued by the State eo.aittee for Construction of USSR 
(Gosstrol SSSR)(S3) clai• that the area occupied by BPPP belongs to a zone 

of high seis•ic activity where earthquakes may nave a magnitude of 9-11 
balls (on a 12-balls Richter scale}. Buildings of BPPP stand on a lacust
rine terrace consisting of gravel and boulders. Underground water stands 

1.5-2 •eters below surface. Rocks of this type becoae aobile during strong 

earthquakes. Hence, there is a risk that some buildings and installations 

of BPPP may be destroyed, although they are designed to withstand earth
quakes. Reagents and wastes from destroyed reservoirs aay reach Baikal. 
The probability of earthquakes stronger than 10 balls on Southern Baikal 
is aore than 1 in 200 years (V.V.Ruzhich, personal c01111unication; see 

Annex 12). 
When considering risks. one has to take into account leakage or tanks 

with liquid chlorine, alkali, oil, sulfuric acid, and disruption of daas 

of the ponds where waste lignin sli•e is stored. Such disasters aay be 

caused by earthquakes and other reasons. 

5.2. Leakage of LiCJJid Ollorine 

Reservoirs with liquid chlorine - 6 tanks, 60 cubic aeters each - are 

situated at a distance of 300 • fro• the shore, 3 • above the level of 
Baikal. 1be storage is equipped with sprinklers for neutralization of chlo

rine in case of e•ergency. 
1be consequences of disasters which really happened due to destruc

tion of tanks with chlorine are described by llarshall (54). Spilling of a 
few dozen tone of liquid chlorine caused death of people within a radius 

of 400, rarely - 800 meters; the number of victi•s varied between 1 and 

100. Hence, leakage of chlorine in case of BPPP •ay be dangerous to wor
kers of the plant, but will not seriously da•age inhabitants of the town 

of Baikalsk. 
Under certain conditions, the cloud of chlorine may reach the surface 
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of Baikal. and chlorine will dissolve in water. Assuaing that ~he concent

ration of chlorine which kills all aquatic organisms is 1 mg per liter. we 

11ay conclude that uss aortality of these organisas will take pla~e. How
ever, crude estimates suggest that the area affected in this way will not 

exceed a few hundred square kil011eters. i.e .• a small part of the area of 
Southern Baikal. 

Interaction of chlorine with organic utter present in the water of 

Lake Baikal will result in fonaation of chloroorganic coapounds. lbe yield 

of these coapounds due to leakage of even one tank will exceed the aaount 

of TOCl disc~.arged by BPPP during a year of its normal work. Evidently. 

BPPP •ill have to pay penalties for this kind of disasters. The sizes of 

these "'E!nalties uy exceed the price of annual product of DPPP. if envi
rorment protection laws will not be v.iolated (see below>. 

One tank of liquid chlorine (30 tons) is delivered to BPPP every day. 

There is a probability of accidents resulting in overturn of such tank

cars. Accidents resulting in overturn of railroad trains 11ay be as fre

quent as one per year. Intensity of the traffic is 100 trains per day. 

Hence. probability of overturn of a tank-car intended for BPPP is ca. 
once per 100 years. 

5.3. Leakage of Oi I 

Accidents of this kind may happen with heavy oil during its tra.J1.spor

tation, and storage. Up to 12 000 tons of heavy oil •ay be stored at BPPP. 

The storage tanks are 400 •off the shoreline, 4.2 •above Baikal level. 

Leakage of this aaount aay be dangerous for Lake Baikal, especially be

cause oil tends to spread as a thin fil• over the •~ter surface. It would 

lead to pollution of soae 20 cubic kiloaeters of water (maxi•um perais

sible concentration 0,5 llg/l).Accordlng to historic data on oil spills at 

other locations, beaches and shallow waters suffer first. Spillage of oil 

may be caused by an earthquake. 1be risk of spillage of oil is much grea

ter at the railroad, since it serves to transport much greater quantities 

of fuel compared to those consuaed by BPPP. However, the risk is reduced 

due to adsorption of oil by soil. Real disasters of this kind did not yet 
affect Baikal. 
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5 .4. Leakage of &Jlfuric Acid and Alkali 

BPPP consumes 24 tons of concentrated sulfuric acid per day. Neutra

lization of this quantity would take 0.0005 cubic kilometers of Baikal wa

ter, a small quantity coapared to the total volume of Southern Baikal. 

such an accident would only have local consequences - benthic organisas 

would die on an area of less than 1 sq. ka. 

capacity of the tank with 60% alkali at BPPP is some 1200 cubic ae

ters. ibere are also a few tanks with diluted alkali. Siaple calculations 

show that leakage of these aaounts of alkali will only have local conse

quences due to neutralization with carbon dioxide present in the waters of 

Lake Baikal. 

5.5. Destruction of Dams of laste li'1in SI ime Ponds 

1be present state of these reservoirs, the fact that they are filled 

to the very top aake the risk of the disaster of this type probable even 
without an earthquake. Destruction of daas aay be caused by a strong rain. 

1be aost dangerous is destruction of the upperaost daa (see scheae in An

nex 4) which may lead to breakthrough of all the ponds which store 5 mi
llion cubic aeters of seal-liquid (5%) lignin sliae.Disaster of thl$ type 

wil~ result in instant delivery into Baikal of 250 000 tons of or~anic 

aatter, i.e., of a quantity equal to that discharged by BPPP during 700 

years. Lignin sliae has a high content of organic chlorine. Consequences 
of breakthrough of daas aay be heavy. A large zone poisoned with hydrogen 

sulfide will appear on the bottoa, anj mass •ortality of hydrobionts may 

be the case. Urgent actions are necessary in order to bury lignin slime 

which has accumulated earlier. At present, this waste is no longer accumu

lated, because it is dried and burnt. 

5.6. General Evaluati'lll of the Risk 

No big disasters or earthquakes have happened with BPPP up to this 

date. However, the fact that the equipment of the plant is weared out is a 

matter of special concern. Official data (55) claim that the extent of 

wear-out of different installations of BPPP is 74-94%. This extent has not 

been separately evaluated for the installations which determine the gravi

ty of ecological disasters. It is evident that their renovation will need 
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great capital investaent.s. It. does not seea to us probable that any insu-
• ranee company would agree to insure BPPP against ecological disast~rs. If 

such an insurance •ill be obtained. it will be very expensive. In our opi
nion. t.he first large-scale disaster •ill result in bancrupcy and in clo
sure of BPPP. 

6. BXlllllC <DSECIBaS <F TIE APPLICATl<lt <F Bf/I RCllENTAL 
LEGISl.ATl<lt TO IFPP 

6.1. The Law of lllssian Federatim ·01 the Protectim of Natural 
Env i rOl mrt • 

1be main law which regulates environment protection on t.he territory 
of Russia' is that accepted by the Russian parliaaent on Deceaber 19, 

1991. naaed ·0n the Protection of Natural Environment•. Section 4 of this 
Law regulates t.he quality of environaent ;utd stipulates that 11aXi•u• per
•issible iapact values should euarantee ecological safety and conser
vation of the genetic fund. rational use and reproduction of natural re
sources. sustainable ec011011ic development. 1be saae section (Article 26) 
defines that 11aXi•ua per•issible concentrations (IPCs) of dangerous com
pounds and •icroorganis11S have to be used as the major characteristics of 
the st.ate of natural water bodjes and at•ospheric air frOll the viewpoint 
of safety for humans, animals and plants (56). 

Article 27 of the Law demands to approve nor•s of maxi•u• per•is
sible discharge (IPDs) of pollutants for every plant in order to ensure 
that 11aXiaua peraissible concentrations of dangerous compounds are not 
exceeded beyond the sanitary zon~. 

6.2. QJidelines m the Permissible l~acts l4>0'l the Ecological System 
of Lake Baikal for 1987-1995 

Article 33 of the Law stipulates the possibility to establish norms 

of aaximum peraissible iapact onto the environment according to potential 
viability of different territories, taking into account the necessity to 
prevent destruction of natural ecological systeas and irreversible chan
ges. 

For the catchaent basin of Lake Baikal, •Guidelines on the Permissible 
Impacts upon the Ecological Syst~~ of Lake Baikal for 1987-1995. [57), ap-
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proved by governmental bodies of USSR in 1987 (Annex 5). uy be regarded 

as such special noras. These Guidelines contain the following sections 

which ny be i•portant for BPPP: 

(i) Classification of pollutants according to their danger for the ecolo

gical syste• of Lake Baikal: 

- Ecologically extreaely dangerous - highly toxic alien co•pounds; toxic 

aliE!fl COllpounds accuaulating along food webs in tissues of aquatic orga

nisms; slowly-dec011posed alien c011pounds. COllpounds are regarded as 

•alien• if they did not exist before they were synthesized by •an. 

- Ecologically highly dangerous - c<>11pounds which are present at natural 

background concentrations in waters of Baikal and of its tributaries, 

but aay be dangerous at higher concentrations; 

- Ecologically dangerous - alien co•pounds of aoderate toxicity, rapidly 

decOllposed, or volatile; 

- Ecologically moderately dangerous - co•pounds present in the waters of 

Baikal and its tributaries and non-toxic towards aquatic organisms at 

relatively high concentrations. 

The ·Guidelines ... • put the following de•ands: 

- Discharge of ecologically extremely dangerous compounds into Lake Baikal 

and its tributaries is forbidden; 

- Ecologically highly dangerous compounds may be discharged into Lake Bai

kal and its tributaries, but only in quantities the same as those taken 

with fresh water; special studies are done on every site to determine 

the background concentrations; 

- Ecologically dangerous compounds may be dis~harged into Lake Baikal and 

its tributaries in concentrations and quantities established by special 

expertise, on the basis of individual permits; 
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- Ecologically moderately dangerous compounds aay be discharged into Lake .. 
Baikal in concentrations. corresponding to aaxi•u• per•issible ones for 
the purpose of fish protection. if other deaands do not put aore strin

gent require•ents. 

•Guidelines ... • contain lists of compounds of different categories. 

Chlorophenols and chlorolignin belong to ecologically extreaely dangerous 

compound~; aercury and heavy •etals - to ecologically highly dangerous 

compounds; •ethanol. •ercaptans. terpentine - to ecologically dangerous 
compounds; sulfate and chloride - to ecologically aoderately dangerous 
compounds. 

Siailar require•ents are put to compounds discharged into the atmo
sphere. 

The "Guidelines ... • deaand reduction of the discharge of pollutants 

into Lake Baikal by aeans of planned introduction of the best available 
technologies. 

6.3. Environnent Protection Demands to BPPP 

The "Guidelines ... •have forbidden discharge of ~hloroorganic com

pounds into Lake Baikal, and for this reason it would be necessary to 
close BPPP already in 1987, if they did not contain a paragraph, according 

to which special e..~viro1111ent protection deaands should act with respect 

to BPPP until its re-profiling which was planned for 1993. These special 

demands were introduced in 1985 on the basis of the average characteris
tics of waste waters of BPPP which were achieved up to that date (Table 2). 

At present, these special demands are not valid. 

Article 45 of the Law of Russian Federation "On the Protection of Na

tural Environment• stipulates that " ... for transition to maximum permis

sible discharges (MPDs) of pollutants, temporary approved norms of dis

charge (TADs), or limits, may be introduced simultaneously with plans of 

reduction of discharge of pollutants down to MPDs~. Such norms {TADs) for 

BPPP for 1995 have been approved by a permit for discharge(Annex 6). For 

an unknown reason, maximum permissible discharge values for BPPP have been 

established in such a way that •aximum permissible co11centrations of pol

lutants in waste water are equal to their concentrations in pure Baikal 

water. Such MPDs are absolutely non-realistic, and it is not surprizing 

that BPPP has never presented a plan of their achievement. Hence, issue of 

the permit (Annex 6) was a violation of the Law. 
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6. 4. Payments of BPPP for Env i roment Po 11 ut ion 

Unfortunately. neither the Law of Russian Federation "On the Protec

tion of Natural Er1vironaent•, nor any other laws stipulate any particular 

suas to be payed for enviro1111ent pollution. These suas. according to Ar

ticle 18 of the Law. are deterained by agreements on the use of natural 

resources which 3re concluded by the users and the executive bodies (local 

gover1111ents) of districts. regions, cities on the basis of ft ... licenses 

for the use of natural resources given to users by specially entitled go

venmental bodies of the Russian Federation in the field of envir01111ent 

protection•. 
The procedure of issuing these licenses is not defined in the Law. 

This gives a possibility of arbitrary decisions. For exaaple. the tera 

•specially entitled gover1111ental body of the Russian Federation in the 

field of enviro1111ent protection•, evidently. is the Ministry of Natural 

Environment Protection and Natural Resources of the Russian Federation. In 

practice. however, licenses are given by district environment protection 

agencies (committees), which are not •governmental bodies of Russian Fede

ration•, but only regional divisions of such bodies. It is not clear which 

local government should conclude agreements with users - in case of BPPP, 

administration of Irkutsk District, or of Sludyanka Region. or of the town 

of Baikalsk? 
The order of payments is detera~ned by a decree of the Ministry of 

Natural Environment Protection (Annex 7). Table 6 presents a calculation 

for BPPP. The payments con~ist of three components: (1) •normal" payments 

for discharges within the maximum permissible discharge (MDP) values; (2) 

"limit" payments for discharges within the limits of temporary approved 

norms of discharge (TADs); (3) ~above-limit" payments for discharge in ex

cess of TADs. 

"Normal" payment is included into the cost of production. According 

to the above mentioned decree of the Ministry of Natural Environment Pro

tection, the prices for discharge depend on the relative toxicity of subs

tances, i.e., on their inverse maximum permissible concentrations (MPCs): 

the small0r is MPC, the greater becomes the payment. Prices of fttoxicity 

units"have been defined in 1992 (Annex 7); their values are multiplied by 

1.7 due to the special value of environment near Baikal. A coefficient 

equal to 17 is established for 1995 - the ~ums are multiplied hy it to 

take into account inflation. "Normal" payments of BPPP for 1995 will be 
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Table 6. The planned payaents of BPPP for the discharge of pollutants 

into Lake Baikal with waste waters for 1995. 

Component IPD, Price. Pay- TAD, Price, Pay- Total 
tons thou- ment. tons thou- aent, pay-

sand thou- per sand tho- aent, 
rubles sand year rubles sand aln. 
per rubles per ri.:bles rubles 
ton per ton per per 

--------------------I!!~!: ____________ year ____ ~~r_ __ I!!~L-
1 2 3 -- 4 5 6 ' 

__ 8 __ 

Suspended 5~.2 2.95 157 266 14.1 3140 3.3 
solids 

BOD co.pl 88.5 0.73 64 798 3.7 2560 2.7 

COD 326 3326 

Lignins 133 1,1 147 598 5.5 2580 2.7 

Furf urol 0.7 222 147 13 110Q 14015 14.2 

Petrohua 2.1 44.3 88 5 222 738 0.8 

Phenols 0 2218 0 0.66 11088 7376 7.4 

Chloroform 0.33 444 88 10 2218 21391 21.5 

Sulfate 
soap 6.65 22.2 147 199 111 21391 21.5 

Mercury 0.0045 221750 988 0.032 1.1x106 31452 31.5 

Dimethyl 
1.1x106 2.2x106 sulfide 0.00066 221750 147 2.1 2212 

Diaethyl 
1.1x106 3xl06 disulfide 0.00066 221750 147 2.7 2950 

Ammonia (N) 2.66 5.65 14.8 56 23 1475 1.5 

Nitrate 133 56 7.5 133 278 0 0.01 

Chloride 1996 0.007 14 7983 0.035 209 0.02 

Sulfate 665 0.02 13.3 13771 0.1 1310 1.31 

Methanol 6.65 22.2 147.5 6.65 111 0 0.15 

Terpentine 8.25 11.1 91.5 A.25 55.5 0 0.09 

Aluminium 2.7 55.4 147.5 5.32 277 737 0.89 



Table 6 {continued) 

1 2 3 

Sulfide 
anion 0.00066 221750 

Phosphate 2.7 3.63 

Synthetic 
detergents 0.00066 4.44 

For11alde-
hyde 6.65 5.5 

TOCl 0.00066 221750 

Nitrite 0.066 33.6 

TOTAL 
Multiplied by 
1.1 {coeeficient 
for Baikal Region) 

Multiplied by 17 
{coefficient of 
inflation for 
1995) 
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4 

147.5 

9.6 

I) 

36 

147.5 

2.2 

2963 

5000 

85.6·106 

5 6 1 8 

0.00066 1.1X105 0 0.15 

6.7 18.2 72.6 0.08 

6.7 .22.2 147 0.15 

6.7 27.5 0 0.04 

75.2 1.1x106 83x106 83350 

0.066 168 0 0.002 

88620 

150000 

2.6·1012 

Total calculated payment for i995: 2.6 x 1012 rubles; equivalent of 

$ 500 000 000, according to market price of dollar. 
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equal to a symbolic sum of 85.6 aillion rubles, or $ 17 200 - a saall 

fraction of the market price of the bleached cellulose which wil1 be pro
duced (ca. $ 160 000 000). This sua is saall for a siaple reason: due to 

the "very strict" NPCs - if these permissible concentrations were greater, 

the payment would be proportionally greater. For exaaple, if MPCs were 

equal to those which were accepted in 1985 based on technological possibi

lities, the payment would be equal to 108 billion rubles ($ 21 000 000, or 

ca. 13% of the market price of the product; Table 7). 

"Limit" payments are collected in another way. According to the let

ter of the Ministry of Natural Environaent Protection of Deceaber 2, 1992 

No. 01-15/65-6117 (Annex 7), the price of a unit of toxicity within TAD 

liaits is 5 times greater than that within the liaits of MPDs. This pay

aent, as well as "above-liait" payment is not included into the cost of 

production - it is exeapt from the profit of the plant (after taxes). The 

outcome of this legally approved approach is shown in Table 6: payments of 

BPPP for environment pollution would be equal to $ 500 000 000, or three 

tiaes more than the market price of its annual product. Majority of the 

large chemical plants of Russia would be closed, if Law was not violated. 

In order to save such "probleaatic" plants, the Ministry of Natural 

Environment Protection reco11111ended that only a certain part of their pro

fit should be taken as payment for pollution. The size of this fraction 

has to be determined by "consensus coamissions• consisting of representa

tives of the plants, of the district governments, and_ of the district en

vironment protection agencies. As for BPPP, its agreement with the Irkutsk 

District Environment Protection Co11111ittee of March 31, 1994 (Annex a; esta

blished, according to the decision of the "consensus commission", that 

the "limit payments" for environment pollution in 1994 were equal to 10% of 

the profit, and "above-limit payments" were equal to 20% of the profit. In 

fact, these payments were equal to 1 950 mln rubles ($ 400 COO), or 1.5% 

of the market price of bleached cellulose produced by BPPP. Hence, all the 

"toxic unit prices" and calculations presented above do not have any prac

tical importance - real payments are decided by voluntary decisions of 

district administrations. This practice does not create any economic moti

vation to reduce discharges. 

6.5. Pr~ses 

THe "strict" environmental law of Russia is far from perfect. Sooner 
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Table 7. The calculated payaents of BPPP for the discharge of 

pollutants into Lake Baikal according to the peraitted ~ 
discharges of 1985 (non-valid). 

Components llPD 
tons per 

year 

BOD co•pl 1005 

COD 4360 

Suspended solids 402 

Salts 40870 

Sulfur organic 17 
COii pounds 

Phenols 1 

Sulfate 20100 

Chloride 6700 

Multiplied by 1.7 (coeffi
cient for Baikal Region) and 
by 17 (coefficient for infla
tion of 1995) 

TOTAL: 

Price, Total 
rubles payment, 
per rubles 
ton ") 

730 733 000 

2950 1.12 x 106 

221 x 106 3730 x 106 

2.2 x 106 2.2 x 106 

20 402 000 

7 47 000 

3735 x 106 

1.1 x 1011rubles, 
equivalent to $ 22 000 000 

") 
Prices according to the instruction of the Ministry of Natural 
Envirinment Protection of 1992. 
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or later. this law will be changed. and principles of environaental law 

accepted in countries with developed market econoay will be intrcxluced. 

1bese principles are based on real possibilities of the society. and on 

plarmed i•ple•entation of the best available techa1ologies. It is i•pos

sible to evaluate the i•pact of this non-existing law on the econoay of 

BPPP. However. one may expect that it will de•and fr011 BPPP great capital 

investaents into environment protection. and great running expenses be

cause of the special value of its adjacent environaent. 1bis will put BPPP 

into a difficult position in c011petition with other plants. 

One aore possibility is direct prohibition of the cooking of cellu

lose on the shore of Lake Baikal. 1be Law of Russian Federation "On the 

Protection of Lake Baikal" accepted in the first reading by the Parliament 

of Russia (Armex 9) contains a clause according to which "work and siting 

of cellulose-producing, petroche•ical. aetallurgic, and organic synthesis 

plants in the Central Zone (i.e .• on the shore of Lake Baikal) is prohi

bited". 

7. PROCH>S IS OF SUSTAINABILITY 

7 .1. Fornulation of the Problem 

At present, BPPP occupie~ a leading position in the economy of the 

Sludyanka Region. Other enterprizes. like the marble-mining company "Pere

val", Sludyanka Station of the Trans-Siberian Railroad, the gravel-mining 

company "Angasolka", the Kultuk •eat factory. the Southern Baikal fish 

carming plant, small units of focxi industry, motels. etc. - give only a 

small fraction (ca. 10%) of the total income. The situation on the market 

of bleached cellulose is very favourable. the price of one ton of this 

product has increased during a short time interval from $ 600 to $ 1000. 

Due to the high quality, and because of the economic crisis in Russia al

most all the cellulose prcxluced by BPPP in 1994 was exported, and gave a 

big profit not only to the plant and to the state, but also to Sludyanka 

Region, and to Irkutsk District in general. 

Baikalsk is a typical "company town", and welfare of its 16 000 inha

bitants completely depends on the welfare of BPPP'. The plant supports hos

pitals and ambulances, sportive units (among them a swimming pool with 

warmed Baikal water, a mountain skiing elevator, etc.), pays ta.xes making 

it pu~sible to maintain all the infrasructure of the town, gives heat, 
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e l ec tr i city. cold and hot water, purifies aunicipal waste waters. 
Considering alternative ways of sustainable developaent on the sou

thern coast of Lake Baikal. we have to take care that this goal is achie

ved without a decrease in the level of life of people of Baikalsk. of 

Sludyanka Region. and of Irkutsk District in general. On the other hand, 

we have to insure that econoaic developaent would not result in rapid 

\c011pared to natural) changes in the ecological syste• of Lake Baikal. On;? 

has to take care also that prosperity of Baikalsk would not prohibit sus

tainable development of other settleaent.s on the southern coast. and of 

the Baikal Region in general. 
We have to consider the following: (1) the present state of BPPP coa

pared to s~te-of-the-art in the world, and coapetitiveness of the plant 

c011pared to other plants; (2) coapatability of the •cellulose· way of the 

developaent of Baikalsk with the goals of sustainable developaent; (3) 

•non-cellr·ose• alternatives. 

7.2. 1he Present State and ~titiveness of BPPP 

The project of BPPP created in the beginning of 1960-ies involved the 

best available technologies of that tiae. Moreover. unique waste water pu

rification facilities unprecedented in the world industry were designed 

and put into operation. During the last decade. much attention was payed 

to reaoval of dust (new electrostatic filters), of organic sulfur compo

unds and hydrogen sulfide (new brown liquor concentrators and catalytic 

purification of condensates), of sulfur dioxide (Lifak Plant) from the ex

haust gases, as well as to reduction of the volume of solid wastes (the 

system of concentration, drying and burning of lignin slime). According to 

the Decree of the Central Co11111ittee of CPSU and of the Government of USSR 

of April 13, 1987, the plant producing fodder yeast was dismounted in or

der to improve the quality of waste water. On the other hand, basic equip

ment used for cooking, washing, bleaching, soda regeneration, wood prepa

ration, etc., was not changed and remained at the level of 1960-ies. for 

this reason, many economic and environmental characteristics of BPPP are 

at present behind those of the best similar plants. 

For example, specific water consumption of BPPP (270 cubic meters per 

ton of cellulose) is three times higher than that of the Ust-Ilimsk Pulp 

and Paper Plant producing similar bleached pulp. Some plants abroad had a 

water consumption of 44 cubic meters per ton of cellulose already in 
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1991 [59). 
Discharge of priority toxicants, chloroorganic c011pounds ~at BPPP was 

0.52 kg per ton of cellulose in 1994. Until recently, this was a very good 

figure. However, Environment Protection Agency of USA is going to intro

duce in 1995-98 a deaand to have this value equal to 0.156 kg of TOCl per 
ton of pulp ([58); TAPPI 1994, No.6, p.16); it is possible because the 

leading plants have already achieved this level. Considerable progress in 

reduction of TOCl is due to the use of chlorine oxide instead of eleaenta

ry chlorine for bleaching ((58); TAPPI 1994, No.8, p.163-168), and of 

bleaching with ozone and hydrogen peroxide (a aini-revie• - see ref. (60)). 

In both cases, TOCl discharge falls to zero. 

luch effort is spent by leading coapanies to iaprove the processes of 

washing of pulp. These iaproveaents lead to a decrease of the consuaption 

of water and reagents. Introduction of sofisticated filters [61) by BPPP 

could help to reduce discharge of sulfate and chloride anions which •ay be 

iaportant pollutants for Baikal. 

A considerable decrease of the discharge of malodorous sulfur co•po

unds into the at•osphere aay be achieved by a long-known method - by bur

ning of exhaust gases either in special furnaces, or in rotating furnaces 

producing calciua oxide. This needs construction of gas holders to collect 

exhaust gases produced at the stages of cooking and unloading (after con

densation of terpentine). S.ell of mercaptans arour.d plants with such in-
. 
cineration systeas is noticed only within a radius of 1 km, compared to 
10 km around BPPP. 

A great enviro1111ental effect may be achieved by aeans of more rational 

use of energy according to technologies already apllied at the leading 

plants. For example, a two-fold decrease of the discharge of sulfur di

oxide may be achieved without any additional purification of exhaust gases, 

only due to the introduction of energy-saving technologies. 

This list of possible improvements may be continued. However, every 

improvement needs big capital investments. Return of this money takes a 

long time - 10 or more years. The problem is aggravated by the fact, that 

the equipment of BPPP is not only old-fashioned - it is physically weared 

out. Official estimate of the residual value of BPPP which was done accor

ding to a decision of the administration of the Irkutsk District of Decem

ber 12, 1992 No.842p is the following: bleaching plant - 26% ; causti

zation plant - 6% ; drying plant - 16% ; cooking plant - 11% of the ini

tial value (55). Hence, renovation of BPPP needs investments which are of 
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the same order of aagnitude as those necessary to build a new plant. 
The capacity of BPPP is small coapared to that of the lea~ing plants 

in Russia and abroad. For exaaple, a aajority of the plants of Sweden has 
a capacity of 300 000 tons of cellulose per year and aore (Fig.12; [59)). 

It is known that doubling of the capacity of a chemical plant usually 

needs only 1.6 tiaes greater capital investaents. The cost of aanpower re

aains alaost the saae, since expenses for .aintainance practically do not 

depend on the scale of production. 
Hence, if renovation of BPPP will not result in an increase of its ca-

pacity, the plant aay loose coapetitivenes at the internal and the exter

nal aarkets. However, increase of the capacity results in an increase of 

the gravity of disasters (54). 
Productivity of BPPP is saall co•pared to that typical of the leading 

plants. Leading plants of an optiaal capacity of 300 000 tons of cellulose 

per year usually have a staff of 150-200 people, wherease the number of 

employees of BPPP is more than 3 000. 
Hence, BPPP is behind the leading plants of this sector of economy in 

many respects. Its position is unfavourable coapared with that of at.her 

plants, e.g. of the Bratsk Woodworking Complex, and of the Ust-Ilimsk PuJp 

and Paper Plant situated in Irkutsk District. These plants have a greater 

capacity, and may get cheaper wood due to the smaller cost of its tranpor

tation from the cutting areas. BPPP cannot get wood near its location, 

since industrial wood cutting on the shore of Lake Baikal is prohibited. 

7.3. The ·ee11ulose• Way of Development of the Economy of the Southern 
Coast of Lake Baikal and the Goals of Sustainable Development. 

The ways of renovation of BPPP which do not lead to a no-effluent 

plant have little chances to be accepted. For this reason eneineers and 

politicians who are interested to continue the production of cellulose in 

Baikalsk look for technologies involving complete closure of the water 

consumption cycle. This search was stimulated by successful closure of the 

water consumption cycle which was for the first time in the world intro

duced at the Selenginsk Pulp and Cardboard Plant (SPCP) - a plant located 

in Selenginsk, in Buryat Republic, on Selenga River, the major tributary 

of Lake Baikal, 70 km from its shore [62-64). 

This plant discharges no waste water since 1990. The pre-requisite of 

the success was its sophisticated and expensive waste water purification 
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f ac i li t.ies siailar to those of BPPP. Full closure of the water consuaption 
cycle at SPCP took 15 years . 

• 
lJnlike BPPP. SPCP produces unbleached cellulose of relatively low 

quality frOll low-quality wood and chips collected at the sites of forest 
felling. The aarket price of unbleached cellulose is approxiaately two 
tiaes saaller than that of bleached •rayon-brand• cellulose produced by 

BPPP. One of the variants of re-profiling of BPPP (the so-ealled ·variant 
6•) proposes to stop the production of bleached cellulose. to perfora full 
cycling of water consuaption ii! the sue way as at SPCP, and to produce 
unbleached kraft pulp. le do not believe that this variant is viable. 
Firstly, •renovated• BPPP •ill produce pulp of the saae quality as that of 
SPCP, and for this reason there will be a severe coapetition on the liai
ted regional market. Seconlly, the saaller price of unbleached pulp will 

result in an increase of the specific cost of transportation. and it will 
be aore difficult to sell the product on reaote markets. coapared to 
bleached pulp. Thirdly. the proposed production of ready cardboard boxes 
will not help auch, since such boxes are already produced in Selenginsk 
and Bratsk; the demand for cardboard boxes in East Siberia is not great 
because this region does not produce auch cODSU11er goods. 

Exactly as with bleached cellulose. it will be necessary to increase 
the capacity of the plant 1.5-2 tiaes in order to aake it coapetitive. In
troduction of aodern technologies will result in a smaller deaand for aan
power, i.e., in urieaployaent in Baikalsk. 

SPCP has large reservoirs for teaporary storage of waste water in 
case of eaergency situations. There is no rooa at BPPP for such reservoirs 
having a volume of 6 aln cubic aeters. Without eaergency reservoirs, reli
ability of the no-effluent technology becoaes questionable, and there ari
ses a risk of pollution of Baikal. 

With Variant 6, there will remain a necessity to produce energy on 
the shore of Lake Baikal by means of coabustion of fuels on a large scale. 

Reaarkably, the town of Baikalsk consuaes 10 tiaes less energy than BPPP. 
The neighbouring Sludyanka .will soon be heated by electricity - all its 
coal-burning energy plants will be closed for the sake of protection of 

Baikal (V.K.Yakovenko, personal co .. unication). 
A more promising option is believed to be the so-called "Variant 6a" 

- a way of re-profiling which was elaborated by BPPP with the support of 
soae leading pulp-and-paper companies. According to this variant, it is 

proposed to produce bleached cellulose using no-chlorine technologies, and 
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to have no effluent. In principle, it is possible to have such a plant, 
although processes of this kind have only been introduced on an industrial 
scale for the production of thentt>liechanical pulp, and secondary pulp, ra
ther than kraft pulp. As for bleached kraft pulp, technologies have been 
tested only on a pilot scale (60, 6S). Therefore, one aay ask the question: 
is it a reasonable suggestion to llake this experi•ent for the first ti•e 
on the shore of Lake Baikal ? Will gover1111ental ecological expertise allow 
this experi•ent ? 

As for the other problems in comection with Variant 6a, they are the 
saae as those with Variant 6. 'nlese are the necessity to increase capaci
ty, meplopent due to llOdemization, continued local productim of ener
gy, continued deterio:-atim of landscapes, hard availability of crude 
wood, absence of r0011 for emergency reservoirs. 

However, the aain questions are the following. Is it reasonable to 
develop production of cellulose on the shore of Lake Baikal 7 Is it rea
sonable to 118ke great capital investaents in Baikalsk into the production 
of cellulose, rather than into other sectors of ecODOll}' ? 

Let us look into the figures. The value of BPPP on January 1, 1993 
was 254 aln rubles (prices of 1991) [55). 11th the sa.11e prices, the cost 
of •re-prof iltng• of BPPP according to Variant 6 was 383 •In rubles - one 
aore arguaent in favour of the conclusion that re-profiling aeans in fact 
construction of a new plant. Approxi•ate estiaates suggest, that the cost 
of Variant 6a •ill be 1.5 times greater COllpared with that of Variant 6, 
soae $ 100 000 000 in prices of 1993. It aay well happen that this cost 
will soon increase to 150 -200 aillion dollars due to increase of the 
price of cellulose on the world aarket and to inflation•. These investaents 
will pay back no sooner than in 10-15 years, as it usually happens in 
pulp-ard-9aper industry. le believe that investments of this size •ay be 
used in a more reasonable way. 

7 .4. •east I ing• 

le propose t~ consider the idea of "castling" - to close BPPP, and to 
renovate the Selenginsk Pulp and cardboard Plant into a aodern plant pro-

*UNIDO experts believe that the investments necessary for the reconstruc
tion of BPPP are equal to $140,000,000 (R.Assumpcao, personal c011auni
cation) 
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duc ing 300 000 - 400 000 tons of bleached and unbleached cellulose per 
year on the following C<Dlitions: (1) no-chlorine teclmology; (2} no ef
fluent; (3) at least ten-fold decrease of the discharge of 11alodorous coa
pounds and other pollutants into the ataosphere; (4) coaplete utilization 
of solid wastes as composts and raw aaterials for construction. Data pre
sented in ·variant 6a• suggest that renovation of SPCP of this kind is 
possible. It is iaportant that our proposal to have two lines of production 
at SPCP - one yielding bleached, and the other yielding llllbleached pulp 
- will 1181te it easier to have no effluent. It is known that the aost dif
ficult problea in the solution of this task with no-chlorine bleached cel
lulose is the accuaulation of bivalent •etal ions at the stages of blea
ching and washing. 'nley carmot be returned into the water cycle because a 
precipitate falls out and clogs pipelines and other items of equipment. 
However, parallel production of llllbleached pulp gives a possibility to 
•export• divalent cations with this ready product. 

Undoubtedly, the idea of renovation of SPCP and of the increase of 
its capacity will encolUlter resistance of the green •ove•ents and of SOiie 
politicians. However, this resistance will be •uch stronger with ·variant 
6a• apllied to BPPP. 'nle distance froa Selenginsk to the shore of Lake 
Baikal is 70 ka, this town is located outside the central zone of the Bai
kal Region, in terms of the Law of Russian Federation on Lake Baikal. It 
is a territory of Republic Buryatia which is much interested in the deve
lop•ent of the woodworking sector of its econoay, in increasing the value 
of the end products yielded by this sector (Armex 10). 

In our opinion, •castling• has to be initiated by starting alterna

tive econo•ic activities in Baikalsk. le propose to develop here two •ajor 
sectors of economy. 'nle first one is food industry based on the availabi
lity of ultra-pure Baikal water: it is production of bottled drinking Bai
kal water itself, of beverages, of beer, of juices (fro• concentrates), of 
alcoholic drinks (either from i•ported, or from locally produced ethanol), 
of spaghetti, etc. In this connection, it is proposed to produce in Bai

kalsk bottles of !•ported polyethylene terephtalate (PET) - this production 

may be of independent economic significance since PET containers are pro
duced in Russia in very li•ited quantities. 'nle second sector of economy 
to be developed in Baikalsk is tourisa and recreation. 

Limnological Institute has started pilot production of bottled Baikal 

drinking water. '11le high quality of this product has been internationally 

approved (Annex 1). Marketing studies have shown that even bottled Baikal 
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drinking water alone aay be a viable and a profitable alternative to pro

duction of cellulose. Developaent of tourin and recreation aay be less 
ecOl'lOllically efficient, but seeas to us. iaportant since this sector cre

ates aany jobs. 

To avoid 1D1eaployment, it ls also possible to produce furniture and 

read.y-h.allt houses, as it ls proposed, for exuple in •variant e· of t~e 
re-profiling of BPPP. Houses built of light-weight aaterials are at pre
sent unpopular in Russia, compared to houses of brick and concrete. and 

there are certain doubts on whether this product will be bought by rich 

people who can afford construction of private houses. However, a very 
strong arguaent is the fact that light-weight constructions are earth

quake-resistant, and for this reason will be pref erred in the Baikal 
Region. 

·castling• aay facilitate the develo1>11ent of other industries of the 
Baikal Region outside Baikalsk and Selenginsk, like production of hydrogen 
peroxide and alkali at the cheaical plant in Usolie-Sibirskoye for blea
ching pulp in Selenginsk; production of alUlliniUll foil and cans in Shele
khov at its gient akulliniUll plant for packaging beer and beverages in Bai
kalsk; production of high-quality PET at its petrocheaical plant in An
garsk; production of high-quality cardboard boxes at SPCP for packaging 

food industry goods produced in Baikalsk; production of glass bottles at 
an existing plant in Ulan-Ude for packaging drinks and beverages in Bai
kalsk; production of coapests of lignin sliae, fly ash and aanure in Se
lenginsk for iaproveaent of the eroded soils of Buryatia (these composts 

are already tested, and there is a ready project of a special plant). 
•castling• will increase the activity of the section of the Trans-Siberian 

Railroad belonging to the Baikal Region. It will help to implement the 

long-discussed idea of electric heating of the settleaents on the shore of 

Lale Baikal - the industries proposed for Baikalsk as alternatives to cel

lulose production consuae auch less energy, and this energy may be deli

vered by the existing high-voltage electric power lines. 
•eastling• will stiaulate capital investments into aodern environ

aent-friendly tectmologies, into construction of highly efficient munici

pal waste water purification plants, since companies depending on the 

high purity of Baikal water fU1d on the iaage of Baikal as a clean lake 
will have a strong activation for such investaents. 

At present, •castling• is only a crude idea which has to be thorough

ly evaluated by professionals. However, some preliminary estimates are al-
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Table 8. Nuabers of eaployees and annual incoaes in Baikalsk after 

•castling". 

Nuaber of Annual product, Annual incOlle, 
eaployees units s 

Woodworking 172 100,000 • 3 25 

Ready-built houses 56 800 30 

Funliture 417 175,000 52 

Baikal water, beve-
rages and juices 250 150 aln. bottles 225 

Beer 145 10 aln. liters 20 

Plastic bottles and 1.3 billion 
tetrapack band 280 containers 130 

Touris• and recre-
at ion 220 30,000 nights 15 

Total 1540 497 

Thi~ list does not include auxiliary jobs: transportation by cars, bu

ses, railroad; co .. unication; production of energy; waste water treat
•ent; etc. The num~r of jobs of this kind at BPPP is at present equal 
to ca. 900. 
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Table 9. Characteristics of the waste waters of Baikalsk before, and 
after •castling• 

Before After 
•castling• "castling" 

Total voluae of purified waste wa-
ters, aillion cubic aeters per year 80 5.2 

Suspended solids, kg per day 570 1.6 

BOD5, kg per day 360 16 
COD, kg per day 7800 260 

Organic compounds of sulfur, 
per day 36 0 

Phenols, kg per day 2 0 

Terpentine, kg per day 27 0 

Sulfate, kg per day 42000 260 

Chl~ride, kg per day 21000 100 

TOCl, kg per day 300 0 

Microbial pollution, concentration 
of E.coli, cells per liter 300 3 

I 
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Aerial pollution in Baikalsk before and after •castling• (production 
of energy due to burn1ng of coal continued) 

Discharge of pollutants, tons per year 

Before ·castling• After •castling• 

Sulfur dioxide 2300 610 

HOX 3600 250 

Dust 5500 1100 

Diaethylsulfite 130 0 

Diaethyldisulf ide 15 0 

Methyl aercaptan 70 0 

"2s 200 0 

co 670 110 

Buthyl acetate 0 75 

Other 74 64 
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ready available (Tables 8-10). 

1be idea of •castling• - of structural re-organization of the econoay 

of the Baikal Region for the sake of sustainable develop•ent - has been 

for the first tiae proposed by A.N.Suturin, A.P.Sukhodolov, and by the au

thors of the present paper ~n Septeaber of 1994, at a NATO-sponsored ad

vanced international workshop on sustainable development of the Baikal Re

gion which took place in Ulan-Ude (66). lbis idaa interested the partici

pants of the workshop, as well as governmental structures of Republic Bu

ryatia (Armex 11). We regard it. as a frunework construction for planning 

tmder the new conditions of nascent aarket economy, as an approach which 

aay couple aany independent investaent projects. In order to aake these 

projects attractive to Russian and foreign investors, it will be necessary 

to develop and to iapleaent a series of federal and regional legal acts, 

first of all the Law of Russian Federation on Lake Baikal. 

Of great interest fro• this viewpoint is the initiative of the Euro

pean Union which has announced the Baikal Region as the region of action, 

beginning froa 1996, of the TACIS program. It is intended, according to 

this program, to attract aany experts of the European Union to joint work 

with Russian experts ai•ed at the preparation of detailed business plans 

of investments in the Baikal Region. These internationally approved busi

ness plans will be presented to Russian and foreign investors, and will 

have good chances to be accepted. 

During the visit of the delegation of the European Union to the Bai

kal Region in the beginning of 1995 the idea of "castling• has attrac

ted the attention of experts and officials. The countries of Europe have 

successfully solved problems of this, and even greater scale under the 

conditions of market economy. Examples are liquidation of the coal-mining 

industry of Belgium, restructuring of the production of energy in France, 

etc. Russia also solved tasks of this kind, but during the times of 

planned and centralized economy. Exchange of experience, given sufficient 

political willingness, may help to solve the problem of sustainable deve

lopment of the Baikal Region in general, and the "problem of BPPP". 
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8. CD«J..lS I (H) 

1. Lake Baikal, in spite of the presence of local sources of its pol

lution, firstly the Baikalsk Pulp and Paper Plant (BPPP), and of the 
transfer of pollutants frOll distant sources, still re11ains the greatest 

strategic deposit of pure fresh water due to the efficient work of its 

biota. 

2. BPPP discharges 200 000 cubic •eters of waste water into Lake Baikal 

daily. This volume is the sue as that discharged by a city with 

500 000 inhabitants - 1/3 of the population of the catchment basin of 

Lake Baikal. Waste waters discharged by BPPP contain salts, phenols, 

chloroorganic co•pounds, organic c<>11pounds of sulphur, petroleu• hydro

carbons, resin acids and other hazardous compounds. BPPP discharges 

large quantities of pollutants into the air; these are ubiquitous pol

lutants typical of production of energy by •eans of burning organic f u
els, and specific pollutants associated with the production of sulphate 
pulp, particulary, •alodorous derivatives of sulphur. Solid waters of 
BPPP occupy large-voluae accumulation ponds which are not reclai•ed. 

3. Zones of pollution have been for•ed around BPPP in different •edia. Es
timates of the area of the zone of cheaical pollution of the water body 

of Baikal vary due to the unsufficient sensitivity of analytical me

thods. The zone of microbiological conta•ination has an area of a few 

dozen square kilometers. Bottom sediaents are contaminated over an ap
proxiaately the same area. Forests are damaged around BPPP, but this 

may be in part due to recreational burden, and in part due to changing 

climate. Fall-out of pollutants from the atmosphere clearly manifests 

itself by accumulation of pollutants in snow, and by affecting lichens 

over an area of some 100 sq.km. The atmosphere is polluted by malodo

rous compounds over an area of 400 sq.ka.BPPP gives a dominating contri

bution to the destruction of natural landscapes of the southern shore of 

Lake Baikal. 
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4. Buildings and installations of BPPP are sited in a zone characterized 

by a high probability of strong earthquakes. For this reason. and be

cause of the need to deliver hazardous c<>11pounds to BPPP by railroad. 

there is a significant risk of ecological catastrophes. The greatest 

risk is due to the presence of ponds with liguin sliae which was accu

aulated earlier as product of the waste water purification. 

S. Russian environaental law is iaperfect, and allows BPPP to pay negli

gible fees for environaental pollution, in spite of the fact that it 

is sited on a territory of unique value. and of its continuous viola

tion of the law of Russian Federation on the Protection of Natural En
vironaent. However, this situation aay change in the nearest future. 

The Law of Russian Federation ·0n Lake Baikal• accepted in the first 

reading by Russian Parliaaent directly forbids continuation of cooking 

of cellulose on the shore of Lake Baikal. 

6. The facilities of BPPP and its technologies have become obsolete. in 

spite of the fact that BPPP possesses a unique. and a very expensive 

waste water purification systea. Its specific discharge of hazardous 

compounds (e.g. TOCl per ton of cellulose) has become greater than 

that of the best bleached pulp plants in other countries. The small 

capacity of BPPP (160 - 200 thousand tons per year), compared to the 

optimal one (300 - 400 thousand ton per year), the small productivity 

of manpower, the long distance from the sources of wood will result in 

the future in a decrease of the competitiveness of BPPP on the world 

market which is nowadays great due to the small salaries, to negligible 

payments for environmental pollution. and to increase of the demand for 

bleached pulp. 

1. The cellulose way of development of the economy of Baikalsk does not 

solve the problem of unemployment, contradicts to the idea of conser

vation of Lake Baikal as of a unique natural property of Russia, and, 

at the same time, needs great capital investments which are equivalent 

to the construction of a new pulp-and-paper plant in place of BPPP. The 

time of return of these investmants is long, more than 10 years. Intro-
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ducti on of a fully closed cycle of water consu•ption at the re-cons

tructed BPPP will need even greater invest•ents; on the other hand, 

success of i•ple•entation of no-discharge technology is not unquestio

nable, since it will be the first atte•pt to operate it on a full, ra

ther than a pilot scale. The •cellulose• way will conflict with the de

velopment of alternative branches of econo•y of the southern shore of 

Baikal. 

8. A solution of the •problea of BPPP• aay be found if it is regarded as a 

component of a plan of structural rearrange•ent of the econo•y of the 

Baikal Region for the sake of a sustainable develop•ent. One of the 

possibilities is •castling• - closure of BPPP, and reconstruction of 

the Selenginsk Pulp and cardboard Plant involving increase of its capa

city, and installation of a second production line yielding bleached 

cellulose, on the condition that the already existing fully closed wa

ter consumption cycle will be sustained. As for Baikalsk, it is pro

posed to develop here food industries basect on use of pure Baikal wa

ter - production of bottled drinking water, beverages, juices, drinks. 

Investments into food industry pay back much faster than those into 

pulp-and-paper industry, and, unlike those into the latter one, cre

ate a basis for long-term-sustainable econo•ic development on the sou

thern shore of Lake Baikal, and for safe protection of the lake. To 

prevent unemployment, it is proposed to develop also wood-working in

dustry and tourism. 

I 
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